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T HE FED

Minutes from the March 15-16 FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) meeting indicated that the Fed plans to start
shrinking its balance sheet by $95 billion per month, likely beginning in May. The minutes also noted that future rate
hikes may be in larger increments. “Many participants noted that one or more 50 basis point increases in the target range
could be appropriate at future meetings, particularly if inflation pressures remain elevated or intensified.” Later in the
week, St. Louis Fed President James Bullard indicated that he believes the Fed is behind the curve in fighting inflation and
that rates need to rise at least 300 basis points this year to catch up.
Our Take: The Fed is serious in its desire to fight inflation, but it remains to be seen if they are doing enough. Market
volatility is heightened as a result, as evidenced by this week’s higher rates. Expect volatile markets to continue until there
is a better picture of future inflation.
CHI NA

Chinese authorities have implemented lockdowns or severe movement restrictions in multiple major cities in response to
rising COVID-19 case numbers, even though a large percentage of cases are asymptomatic. These cities include several
financial, tech and industrial hubs.
Our Take: Unless these restrictions are lifted soon, they are likely to be a significant headwind to growth both in China
and globally, and they are likely to add further supply chain driven inflationary pressures to the global economy.
UKR AI NE

As Ukrainian forces retook territory near Kyiv, they uncovered what appear to be extensive atrocities perpetrated by
Russian forces against Ukrainian civilians. German intelligence also reported to the Bundestag that they had intercepted
radio traffic discussing similar actions by Russian forces. These new developments prompted calls to remove the Russian
energy sector’s exemptions from the sanctions regime. The EU agreed to boycott Russian coal, and pressure is building
to boycott oil and gas as well.
Our Take: For sanctions to really be effective in degrading the ability of Putin’s regime to press its attack on Ukraine,
they will have to include an expansive boycott of Russian energy exports. It will be extremely damaging to the European
economy to implement such a boycott, especially if it is implemented before the buildout of infrastructure to support the
use of other energy sources.
M UNI CI PALS

The New York Senate and Assembly reached an agreement on the state budget this week. Governor Kathy Hochul
indicated that she would sign off on the budget. The $220 billion budget includes a six-month suspension in the gas sales
tax, a homeowner tax rebate, a subsidy for the new Buffalo Bills stadium and expanded childcare funding, among other
initiatives. The budget, originally due on April 1, was delayed as lawmakers continued to negotiate items including
changes to bail laws.

Our Take: New York’s election year budget is 3 percent larger than last year’s budget. Due to higher-than-expected tax
collections along with federal pandemic aid, no tax increases or major spending cuts were included. A balanced and
almost-on-time budget is good news for the state.
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DISCLOSURES
“Madison” and/or “Madison Investments” is the unifying tradename of Madison Investment Holdings, Inc., Madison Asset
Management, LLC (“MAM”), and Madison Investment Advisors, LLC (“MIA”), which also includes the Madison Scottsdale
office. MAM and MIA are registered as investment advisers with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Madison
Funds are distributed by MFD Distributor, LLC. MFD Distributor, LLC is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission as a broker-dealer and is a member firm of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority. The home office for each
firm listed above is 550 Science Drive, Madison, WI 53711. Madison’s toll-free number is 800-767-0300.
Any performance data shown represents past performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Non-deposit investment products are not federally insured, involve investment risk, may lose value and are not obligations of,
or guaranteed by, any financial institution. Investment returns and principal value will fluctuate.
This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale
of any security.
Although the information in this report has been obtained from sources that the firm believes to be reliable, we do not
guarantee its accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions included in this report
constitute the firm’s judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. This report is for
informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security.
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